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EZFILL™ FOAM REMOTE CONTROL

REMOTE CONTROL FOR ALL MODELS 
0393-(n) and 0394-(n) Vanity Mounted

Automatic Foam Soap Dispensers

FUNCTIONAL & OPERATIONAL GUIDE

Model 0393-R OPERATION

1413

If desired, use the remote control to adjust the foam soap dispenser settings. Hold the remote control 
straight in front of the sensor in a distance of  about 4-6” (10-15cm). 

Attention: Holding the soap dispenser remote control out of the recommended range (too close or too 
far) may interfere with it’s activation.

1-SOAP VOLUME

Press the + sign at the SOAP button to increase the soap volume by increasing the dispensing time and 
the – sign to decrease it. Adjustable foam dispensing duration (min-max): 0.5-2.5 seconds
Indication: continuous blinking blue light in the sensor eye.

2-SOAP CONSISTENCY

To improve the soap “foamability” change the amount of air to be mixed. Press the + sign on the AIR 
button to increase the air mixed with the soap and the - sign to decrease it. 
Indication: 2 blinks of the blue light in the sensor eye.

3-RES

This function resets the sensor back to factory settings:  soap volume, soap consistency 
(foamability), soap tank refill, temporary off and reset.  

4-TEMPORARY OFF FUNCTION
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This function temporarily disables the dispenser and is ideal to perform 
any kind of activity in front of the sensor without operating the system 
(for example, cleaning). The soap dispenser will remain shut off for one 
minute when this button is pressed once. To cancel this function and to 
return to normal operation press the On/Off button again or wait one 
minute.

5-FILL THE SOAP TANK

Once the soap tank has been filled/refilled, press the FILL button. The 
pump will work for one minute in order to fill the piping with soap.
To stop this activity press the FILL button again.
If the soap has not started coming out of the spout, after 1 minute of 
priming press the FILL button again.
Indication: continuous blue light in the sensor eye.

Remote control battery

The remote control is powered by a CR2032 battery, with a life span of 4 years.

Replacing the battery:
1.  Remove the metal key ring using small pliers
2.  Separate the two parts of the plastic cover. note the two plastic pins which connect the two 
      cover parts 
3.  Gently push the old battery out of its support and replace it with a new one
4.  Reassemble the remote


